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PHASE COMPENSATION DRIVING SCHEME

FOR SYNCHRONOUS RECTIFIERS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention generally relates to power converters

and, more particularly, to resonant power converters includ-

ing synchronous rectifiers having driving arrangements to

control the switches thereof.

2. Description of the Prior Art

Many familiar electronic device are designed to operate

with a power supply providing a substantially constant volt-

age while power may ultimately be derived from alternating

current distribution systems or batteries at a different voltage.

Therefore, power conversion arrangements are generally

required as power supplies for such devices. Since power

supply circuitry to provide a required voltage does not other-

wise contribute to the function of the device to which power

is supplied, there is a strong incentive to minimize the size and

cost of such power supplies.

High power density (e.g. low-volume devices capable of

supplying a large amount ofpower) power converters must be

ofvery high efficiency since any losses in the power converter

must be dissipated from the low volume and surface of the

power converter, itself. Such power converters must also be of

high performance to accommodate large changes in load

current such as between idle and active power states of a

digital processor with acceptable transient response. Appli-

cations such as on-board distributed power systems have

increased interest in development of power converter densi-

ties which exceed 50 Watts per cubic inch and have shifted

circuit design emphasis to high frequency (e.g. above 1 MHZ)

resonant topologies for practical embodiments ofwhich, efii-

ciencies approaching 90% are required.

While diodes have been used in the past in power converter

designs, power MOSFETs have much lower forward voltage

drop than, for example, Schottky diodes and thus draw less

power. Thus, synchronous rectification, where a transistor is

controlled to conduct at approximately the periods that a

diode would conduct, has become a design of choice for such

applications. However, for a synchronous rectifier (SR) to

exhibit an advantage over a Schottky diode, very precise

control over the switching control waveform (and thus

switching times) is required in order to obtain advantageously

reduced switching losses.

Unlike pulse width modulated switching converters which

have also been used in such applications, the turn-on times of

switches on the primary side of the power converter circuit

and the tum-on times of switches in the SR on the secondary

side of the circuit are not exactly in phase for resonant con-

verters and thus cannot use the same driving signal for control

of conduction times. Otherwise, the SR would conduct recir-

culating energy, namely a reverse current from the load to the

source; thus causing much increased RMS currents and caus-

ing efficiency to deteriorate dramatically. So-called reverse

recovery losses are due to a component of such reverse cur-

rent and result from non-ideal diode behavior of switching

elements, whether constituted by diodes or the body diode of

a transistor such as a MOSFET. Therefore, some different

driving arrangement for the SR is required in some types of

power converters.

For some types of resonant converters such as parallel

resonant converters and series-parallel resonant converters,

the transformer winding voltage may be used to drive the SR.

However, for other types of synchronous rectifiers such as

those in series resonant converters and LLC resonant convert-
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2

ers, exemplary circuits ofwhich are illustrated in FIGS. 1 and

2, respectively, the polarity of the voltage on the secondary

winding can change only after the SR is turned off. In other

words, when the SR is on, the voltage on the secondary

winding ofa transformer or autotransforrner is clamped to the

output voltage and thus cannot change polarity before the SR

is turned off and, as a result, the voltage on the secondary

winding cannot be used to control the SR (e.g. the SR must be

controlled prior to the change in polarity on the transformer

secondary).

To solve this problem, it has been proposed to utilize the

leakage inductance ofthe transformer to reshape the terminal

voltage of the transformer secondary in order to derive a

signal to drive the SR. However, due to additional voltage

stress caused by such an arrangement, such a solution is only

suitable for power converter structures having a very low

voltage output, usually limited to a very few volts. Further,

such an arrangement is strongly dependent on di/dt effects.

It has also been proposed to use transformer secondary

currents for SR control drive signals: when the body diode of

the SR conducts, the SR is turned on and when the current

becomes zero or becomes negative, the SR is turned off.

However, this proposed SR control scheme suffers from the

obvious drawbacks that a current transformer is awkward to

incorporate into a power converter (due to its size) and leads

to increased size and cost while its insertion inductance

greatly compromises high frequency performance such as

high voltage stress and higher switching losses.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide

a synchronous rectifier (SR) control scheme for power con-

verter topologies where the transformer or autotransforrner

voltage is clamped to the output voltage when the SR is

conductive which is simple and of low cost, complexity and

size and which limits body diode conduction, is operable at

high switching frequencies and in which reduced reverse

recovery losses, low voltage stress and low loss operation of

the SR are achieved.

In order to accomplish these and other objects ofthe inven-

tion, a power converter is provided including a power stage

including a synchronous rectifier, and a drive arrangement for

the synchronous rectifier including a phase compensation

circuit developing a signal corresponding to a voltage drop

across the synchronous rectifier from a voltage on a physical

terminal of the synchronous rectifier; which voltage on the

physical terminal ofthe synchronous rectifier includes effects

ofpackage inductance of the synchronous rectifier.

In accordance with another aspect of the invention, an

apparatus is provided including, in combination, a circuit

element functioning as a synchronous rectifier, and a phase

compensation network connected in parallel with the circuit

element and arranged to compensate for package inductance

effects of the circuit element, wherein the circuit element is

controlled in response to an output ofthe phase compensation

circuit.

In accordance with a further aspect of the invention, a

method of controlling a switching rectifier is provided com-

prising steps of detecting a waveform across physical termi-

nals of the synchronous rectifier, compensating phase of the

waveform to provide a phase compensated waveform, and
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controlling conduction of the synchronous rectifier in accor-

dance with the phase compensated waveform.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other objects, aspects and advantages

will be better understood from the following detailed descrip-

tion of a preferred embodiment of the invention with refer-

ence to the drawings, in which:

FIGS. 1 and 2 are schematic diagrams of exemplary reso-

nant power converter circuits to which the invention is par-

ticularly applicable,

FIG. 3 shows a comparison ofactual and expected voltages

for control ofan SR in circuits such as those ofFIGS. 1 and 2,

FIG. 4 graphically depicts duty cycle vs switching fre-

quency and load for different SR package inductances,

FIG. 5 is a simplified functional block diagram of the SR

driving scheme in accordance with the invention,

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment

ofthe Vds phase compensation network forming a portion of

FIG. 5 in accordance with the invention,

FIGS. 7 and 8 are graphs of waveforms in an equivalent

circuit of FIG. 6 when the SR is off and on respectively,

FIGS. 9 and 10 are schematic diagrams of equivalent cir-

cuits of FIG. 6 when the SR is off and on, respectively,

FIGS. 11 and 12 are LLC resonant converter waveforms

without and with the phase compensation in accordance with

the invention, respectively, to indicate meritorious effects of

the invention, and

FIGS. 13 and 14 are schematic diagrams of exemplary

non-resonant power converters to which the invention is also

applicable.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED

EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly to

FIGS. 1 and 2, there is shown two exemplary resonant power

converter circuits (a series resonant converter and an LLC

resonant converter respectively) including synchronous rec-

tifiers (SR) in which the voltage on the transformer secondary

is clamped by the output voltage when the SR is conductive.

Therefore, as alluded to above, the voltage at the transformer

secondary cannot be directly used to control the SR of the

respective resonant power converter circuits. Accordingly,

the invention is particularly applicable and advantageous

when employed in these and other resonant power converter

circuits having a similar characteristic. It should be under-

stood that while some such circuits are known and the inven-

tion is not directly illustrated therein (since no control of the

SR is illustrated), no portion of either FIG. 1 or FIG. 2 is

admitted to be prior art in regard to the present invention

because these Figures are arranged to illustrate circuits hav-

ing the above-noted characteristic whereby these and other

types of power converter circuits to which the invention is

most applicable and advantageous canbe readily identifiedby

those skilled in the art in view of this description of the

invention.

The invention, in principle, seeks to sense the drain to

source voltage, Vds, of the (MOSFET) transistors forming

the SRs of circuits such as those depicted in FIGS. 1 and 2.

The sensedVds is then processed by control circuits to deter-

mine the level of the current in the transistors and the SR

transistors can be switched in close proximity to the zero

current transition. With current integrated circuit technology

and proper noise immunity layout which will be evident to

those skilled in the art, a precise voltage range for switching
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at approximately one millivolts can, in theory, be achieved

without difficulty. However, it has been found by the inven-

tors that the accuracy of such a driving scheme is highly

affected by the unavoidable package inductance of MOS-

FETS or other transistors suitable for use in SRs. Due to the

inevitable package inductance of commercially available or

theoretically possible transistor designs, the sensed drain to

source voltage available at the terminals (or even internally)

ofsuch transistors is actually the sum ofthe internal transistor

voltage drop and the package inductance voltage drop, here-

inafter indicated by Vd’s. As shown in FIG. 3, it is clear that

the sensedVd’s ofthe SR terminal is much different from the

actual Vds of, for example, a MOSFET.

Specifically and most importantly, the SR drive signal so

derived is much shorter than the expected value which clearly

indicates a component ofVd’s in addition to Vds and which is

attributed by the inventors to package inductance ofthe MOS-

FET used as the SR. (The package inductance of a circuit

element as used herein should be understood to include not

only the inductance of materials constituting the physical

packaging of the circuit element such as leads and internal

connections but also the inductance of the semiconductor

structure ofthe circuit element.) As shown in greater detail in

FIG. 7, the phase and magnitude of sensed Vd’s are deviated

from the actual Vds. Such differences due to package induc-

tance are further deteriorated for high frequency operation.

The inventors have also found that the package inductance

ofcommercially available MOSFETs can be highly variable.

A commercially available MOSFET from DirectFetTM (a reg-

istered trademark of International Rectifier Corporation, 233

Kansas St. El Segundo, Calif. 90245) has been found, through

measurements made by the inventors, to have the lowest

package inductance of suitable commercially available

MOSFETs; which suitability has been confirmed in a 12V

output prototype which has been successfully tested. A pack-

age inductance (Lsr) ofonly 0.5 nH has been observed for this

compact package. The actual duty cycle versus switching

frequency and load for different package inductance values is

shown in FIG. 4 from which it is seen that the variance ode’ s

from Vds becomes greater with increasing switching fre-

quency and that effect becomes even more pronounced with

increasing package inductance (Lsr). Therefore, the deviation

ode’s fromVds illustrated in FIG. 3 should be understood as

a “best case” that is practical at the present time and thus the

effects of package inductance are quite substantial to the

extent that Vd’ s is not a suitable signal for SR control and that

Vds, which is, in fact, suitable for SR control cannot be

directly measured or even an approximation thereof derived

from Vd’s unless the package inductance, Lsr, can be prop-

erly compensated in accordance with the invention.

In order to overcome the problems attributable to package

inductance, Lsr, the invention provides a novel phase com-

pensation driving scheme. A block diagram of the proposed

circuit is illustrated in FIG. 5. The principal sections are the

Vds phase compensation network 52, which will be described

in detail below in connection with FIG. 6 and the signal

processing and drive stages 54 for the SR. The input signal to

the driving circuit 54 is a voltage waveform across the physi-

cal terminals of the SR circuit element. (The physical termi-

nals may or may not be internal to the packaging ofthe circuit

element forming the SR and, as noted above, are not the sole

cause of package inductance. For example, the size of a

MOSFET used as an SR or the connections of a plurality of

small MOSFETs connected in parallel to carry sufiicient cur-

rent may also cause significant package inductance to exist;

causing Vd’s to differ from theoretical Vds sufficiently to

cause inefficiency if Vd’s is used to control the SR, the dif-
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ference being compensated in accordance with the invention

and the basic principles thereof.)

Based on the analysis discussed above, this voltage on the

terminals ofthe SR is essentially Vd’ s and cannot be directly

used to drive the SR without incurring substantial ineffi-

ciency. Thus, in accordance with the invention, an active

phase compensation network is used to provide a signal

approximating the true (or near-ideal) resistive voltage drop

Vds (and which will be referred to as Vds hereinafter if not

otherwise qualified by the context of such usage) across the

SR as an output of the compensation network. Thus the gen-

erated output voltage ofthe phase compensation network 52,

if properly designed, as will be discussed in detail below,

reflects exactly (in an ideal case) the conduction period ofthe

SR. The phase compensated Vds, as the output signal of the

phase compensation network, is then transferred into the next

(signal processing and drive) stage 54 which comprises a set

ofwindow comparators, details ofwhich are familiar to those

skilled in the art, which convert the input signal into control

pulses. The driving circuit utilizes these control pulses to

ultimately drive the SR using discrete transistors or integrated

circuits which may be specifically developed for the purpose.

As alluded to above, a detailed schematic of a preferred

embodiment ofa suitable active phase compensation network

is illustrated in FIG. 6. The main waveforms are plotted in

FIGS. 7 and 8, respectively.

The simulated waveforms with the phase compensation

network are illustrated in FIG. 7. Vtotal is the terminal voltage

Vd’s andVRdLon is the actual resistive voltage ofSRVds.Vcs

is the compensated voltage for the SR driving scheme. It can

be seen thatVcs followsVR0,570" very well and, in theory, they

are identical.

As an example of a suitable phase compensation network,

FIG. 6 shows an RC series circuit connected in parallel with

the SR device and its series connected package inductance,

Lsr. Rcs and Ccs which are preferably connected in series

form a passive network in parallel with or shunting the syn-

chronous rectifier to generate a phase compensated voltage

VCS at the node at which they are connected. Sa and Sb are

small-signal active switches to reset (with non-critical tim-

ing) the passive portion of the phase compensation network

for each cycle of input signal or operation. As shown in FIG.

8, during the period t0-t1, the SR and Sa are turned off. Since

Vcs represents the SR voltage, the compensation network is

off/disabled; the equivalent circuit of which is illustrated in

FIG. 9. At t1, the voltage across the SR becomes negative and

the SR is immediately turned on, as is Sa. The short period

t1-t2 (when Sb is turned off, completing a reset operation and

establishing a reset mode) guarantees the full turn on of SR

and eliminates adverse effects of oscillation. During t2-t3, Sb

remains turned off and the phase compensation network pro-

vides Vcs which corresponds to the resistive voltage drop,

VRdLon, across SR. The equivalent circuit during this period

is illustrated in FIG. 10. At time t3, the current in SR is close

to zero and the SR turns off (advantageously at zero current

and zero voltage to minimize electrical stress on the compo-

nents ofthe power converter). Period t3 -t4 is preferably set to

avoid any adverse effects ofturn offringing. Therefore it may

be advantageous for the phase compensation to be inexact

(e. g. slight undercompensation or overcompensation of

phase) in order to provide periods t1-t2 and t3-t4.

To precisely capture the voltage drop on SR, the phase

compensation network should be properly designed as will

now be discussed in detail. Assuming the current through the

SR is iLsr(s), the compensated voltage can be expressed as:
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Isr(s)-Rds-(1+s-Lsr/Rds)

1+s-Rcs-Ccs

Ccs(s) = (1)

If

Res-Ccs:Lsr/Rds, (2)

and

V0301): 1445,0411), (3)

then

Vcs(s):lsr(s)-Rds: Vrdsion (s). (4)

That is, the passive phase compensation network is preferably

designed to satisfy equations (1), (2) and (4) while the active

switches Sa and Sb are set to satisfy equation (3). As a result,

the phase compensation network can precisely represent the

voltage due to the on-resistance of the SR transistor/MOS-

FET but without the effects ofpackage inductance included in

Vd’s. It should be noted that the proposed SR drive method

and circuit can be extended in the same manner to other

resonant converters and PWM converters, as well, including

some non-resonant converters such as discontinuous mode

(DCM) flyback converters and DCMbuck converters as illus-

trated in FIGS. 13 and 14.

The SR driving scheme in accordance with the invention

has been verified by experiment. As shown in FIG. 11, the

synchronous rectifiers (SR) are driven by sensing the drain to

source voltage across the SR but without phase compensation

in accordance with the invention. The drive signal duty cycle

loss is apparent since the zero crossing ofVd’s (FIG. 3) is too

early. Consequently, the body diode ofthe SR MOSFET will

conduct for a significant period of time and the conduction

loss will increase. Further, the reverse recovery problems

compromise the performance of the SR.

In contrast, in FIG. 12, the synchronous rectifiers (SR) are

driven with the phase compensation circuit of FIG. 6 (or an

equivalent circuit thereof). The drive signal duty cycle loss is

reduced to a vanishingly small duration and the body diode

conduction loss is thus well-limited and the conduction loss is

reduced. The reverse recovery problems are substantially

eliminated. That is, in FIGS. 11 and 12, the current exhibits

different characteristics. In FIG. 11, current glitches are evi-

dent when the primary side devices turn off. These current

glitches are due to secondary side body diode reverse current,

also referred to as reverse recovery current. In FIG. 12, the

body diode conduction (glitch) is greatly reduced and, as a

result, the body diode reverse current is not significant. The

current waveform is very smooth and close to the ideal case.

Improved efficiency is thus achieved. These experimental

results also demonstrate that at least 1% efficiency improve-

ment can be achieved for a prototype developed to deliver 1

kW operating at 1 MHZ with a 400V input and 48V output

and a gain ofup to over 3% has been observed in some cases.

At the present state ofthe art which reflects substantial efforts

over a substantial period of time to improve efficiency, a 1%

gain in efficiency is highly significant and at an efficiency of

about 92% forpower converters corresponds to a reduction of

overall losses of approximately 14% to 42%.

From the foregoing, it is clearly seen that the invention

provides a technique to develop driving signals for synchro-

nous rectifiers (replacing less efficient diode rectifiers) which

is simple, avoids circuit complexity and consequent increased
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cost and size and which, by compensating for the phase

change in measured or sensed current characteristics due to

otherwise unavoidable package inductance, provides

enhanced efficiency while limiting electrical stress on elec-

trical components to improve reliability and robustness.

These advantages over known SR drive schemes (which

exhibit problematic and undesirable characteristics overcome

by the invention) are achieved with minimal, if any, increase

in circuit complexity over such known SR drive schemes

which rely on direct current measurement or detection of

current characteristics to develop drive signals for a synchro-

nous rectifier.

While the invention has been described in terms ofa single

preferred embodiment, those skilled in the art will recognize

that the invention can be practiced with modification within

the spirit and scope of the appended claims.

The invention claimed is:

1. A power converter including

a power stage including a synchronous rectifier controlling

power to a load, and

a drive arrangement for said synchronous rectifier, said

drive arrangement including

a phase compensation circuit developing a signal corre-

sponding to a voltage drop across said synchronous

rectifier from a voltage on a physical terminal of said

synchronous rectifier; said voltage on said physical

terminal of said synchronous rectifier including

effects of package inductance of said synchronous

rectifier which are not included in said voltage drop

across said synchronous rectifier developed by said

phase compensation circuit.

2. The power converter as recited in claim 1, wherein said

synchronous rectifier includes a MOSFET.

3. The power converter as recited in claim 1, wherein said

phase compensation circuit includes a series connection of a

resistor and capacitor connected in parallel with said synchro-

nous rectifier.

4. The power converter as recited in claim 3, wherein said

phase compensation circuit is an active phase compensation

circuit which includes switches for resetting said phase com-

pensation circuit for switching cycles of said synchronous

rectifier.

5. The power converter as recited in claim 1, wherein said

phase compensation circuit is an active phase compensation

circuit which includes switches for resetting said phase com-

pensation circuit for switching cycles of said synchronous

rectifier.

6. The power converter as recited in claim 1, wherein said

power stage is a series resonant converter.
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7. The power converter as recited in claim 1, wherein said

power stage is an LLC resonant converter.

8. The power converter as recited in claim 1, wherein said

power stage is a discontinuous mode flyback converter.

9. The power converter as recited in claim 1, wherein said

power stage is a discontinuous mode buck converter.

10. An apparatus including, in combination,

a circuit element functioning as a synchronous rectifier,

and

a phase compensation network connected in parallel with

said circuit element and arranged to compensate for

package inductance effects in a voltage waveform across

said circuit element,

wherein said circuit element is controlled in response to an

output of said phase compensations circuit.

11. The apparatus as recited in claim 10, wherein said

phase compensation network is responsive to a voltage

appearing on physical terminals of said circuit element.

12. The apparatus as recited in claim 10, wherein said

phase compensation network includes a resistor and a capaci-

tor connected in series and in parallel with said circuit ele-

ment.

13. The apparatus as recited in claim 12, wherein said

phase compensation circuit is an active phase compensation

circuit which includes switches for resetting said phase com-

pensation circuit for switching cycles of said synchronous

rectifier.

14. The apparatus as recited in claim 10, wherein said

phase compensation circuit is an active phase compensation

circuit which includes switches for resetting said phase com-

pensation circuit for switching cycles of said synchronous

rectifier.

15. A method of controlling a synchronous rectifier, said

method comprising steps of

detecting a waveform across physical terminals of said

synchronous rectifier,

compensating phase of said waveform to provide a phase

compensated waveform, and

controlling conduction of said synchronous rectifier in

accordance with said phase compensated waveform.

1 6. The method as recited in claim 15, including the further

step of

resetting a circuit which performs said compensating step.

17. The method as recited in claim 16, wherein said phase

compensated waveform provides a period which avoids

effects of tum-off ringing of said circuit.

18. The method as recited in claim 15, wherein said phase

compensated waveform provides a period to assure full tum-

on of said synchronous rectifier.

* * * * *


